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Oil and Gas Reader
Additional Resources

Government Agencies
Colorado Oil and Gas Conservation 
Commission  
http://cogcc.state.co.us
Colorado Department of Public Health 
and Environment  
http://www.colorado.gov/cdphe
Colorado Geological Survey 
http://coloradogeologicalsurvey.org/
U.S. Energy Information Administra-
tion  
http://www.eia.gov/
Oklahoma Energy Resources Board 
oerbhomeroom.com

Independent websites
Geology.com http://geology.com/
articles/mineral-rights.shtml
How stuff works 
http://science.howstuffworks.com/envi-
ronmental/energy/oil-drilling.htm

Industry Education Websites
Colorado Oil and Gas Association 
http://www.coga.org  
Glossary published by Schlumberger 
Oilfield Services 
http://www.glossary.oilfield.slb.com/
American Petroleum Institute 
http://www.adventuresinenergy.org/

Education Pages From Some of the 
Oil and Gas Operators in Colorado
http://noblecolorado.com/
http://www.anadarko.com/Energy-101/
http://www.encana.com/natural-gas/
natural-gas-101/
http://www.conocophillips.com/sustain-
able-development/Pages/default.aspx

Other Resources
agclassroom.org
This is the national website for Agricul-
ture in the Classroom programs from 
across the nation. A site search will 
bring up a variety of lessons, books, 
videos and links.

growingyourfuture.com - connects you 
to Colorado’s Agriculture in the Class-
room program. A variety of resources 
are available at this site including past 
Colorado Readers.

INTRODUCTION: 
PAGE 2: Where does oil and 
gas come from?
 The process of creating 
coal from decaying plant material 
and of creating oil and gas from 
decaying microscopic animals 
happens over thousands of years. 
It isn’t possible to recreate that 
process in the laboratory. Biomass 
is the only operation in use where 
methane gas is being created in a 
relatively short time. It is done on 
a small scale. Dairies and cattle 
feedlots are capturing methane 
and using it to produce electricity.
 Conventional reservoirs of 
oil and gas were created in the 
less porous and permeable shale 
source rocks. The oil and gas 
then migrated into more porous 
and permeable sandstone and 
limestone reservoir rocks. Much 
like capping a soda bottle to keep 
the “fizz” in solution, successful oil 
fields are found where oil and gas 
has migrated into reservoir rock, 
but is kept in place by a trapping 
mechanism.  

Holes in Rocks
 How much porosity is there 
in a jar filled with marbles? Take 
2 quart jars; fill one with marbles 
and the other with water. Now see 
how much of the water it takes 
to fill the jar with the marbles. 
It should be about 30%. Most 
reservoir rocks have a porosity 

value of between 12 and 18% 
because the sand grains are not 
perfectly round like marbles and 
the rocks can also contain smaller 
sized sand particles or clay. The 
pore spaces can also be filled with 
water, oil, gas or all three.

PAGE 3: How do we get oil and 
gas?
 The process of drilling, cas-
ing and cementing are similar in 
oil and gas wells and water wells.  
The casing is solid pipe, and so 
must be “perforated” after the pipe 
has been placed in the ground. 
Small holes are created by tiny 
explosions of special bullets at the 
location of the reservoir rookdeep 
underground. The process in-
cludes allowing liquid and gas to 
flow through a layer of rock to a 
hole that is 8.5 inches in diameter 
about a mile below the surface. 
New technology allows the driller 
to advance the drill bit to the de-
sired depth, then start to slowly 
angle the drilling. After about 
200 feet vertically and 700 feet 
horizontally this drill bit is moving 
horizontally through the rock. This 
means that a greater surface area 
is available for hydrocarbon re-
covery. Think about the difference 
between a drinking straw and a 
soaker garden hose for example.
 It takes several years and 
many people with different skills to 
explore for prospective oil bearing 
strata, prepare plans and obtain 
permission (permits) to drill a well.  
Drilling and completing one well 
often takes about three months for 
all of the associated activities. A 
well may produce oil and gas for 
many decades before the operator 
must plug the well and reclaim the 
surface.
 

Comments, questions, suggestions 
and feedback about the Colorado 

Reader are welcome.
Contact: Colorado Foundation for 

Agriculture
Bette Blinde, Director

PO Box 10 Livermore, CO 80536
Phone 970-881-2902

bblinde@growingyourfuture.com
www.growingyourfuture.com



Some of the jobs in the oil and gas 
industry include engineers, geolo-
gists, geophysicists, paleontolo-
gists, biologists, surveyors, finan-
cial and administrative, regulatory, 
skilled trades and unskilled labor. 
A single, relatively shallow verti-
cal well may cost about $500,000. 
Large multi-well horizontal pads 
often cost millions of dollars.

PAGE 4: What do we do with it?
 The ability to harness more 
power than we can individually 
produce has been the driving 
force behind civilization through-
out the history of mankind. From 
the horse and ox in ancient times 
(a twinkle in time geologically) to 
the invention of the steam engine 
and later the internal combus-
tion engine, humans have always 
sought a way to harness energy to 
accomplish work.
 From ancient times oil 
seeping naturally from the ground 
was used for lubrication and 
medicine. Today petroleum prod-
ucts are commonly used to make 
plastic, medicines, paint, cos-
metics and personal care items 
(perfume, shampoo, soap, hand 
lotion etc), fabric (nylon, polyester, 
spandex etc), household products 
(detergent, bug spray, paint etc). 
Replacement materials are being 
studied and used, but replacing 
petroleum products on a large 
scale is not feasible in the near 
term.  
 Something to consider in 
discussion is that presently the 
equipment for solar and wind 
power generation requires energy 
for manufacture and transporta-
tion, and petroleum by-products 
are used in the manufacturing 
process.  
PAGE 5: Forms of energy we 
use – do the math
 There are a variety of math 
problems that can be derived from 
some of the values given. Bear 
in mind that these values are not 

exact figures because there are 
many variables: BTU values may 
vary based on where the coal, 
petroleum etc. comes from, the 
efficiency of the power generation 
and transmission, how and when 
the wind blows or the sun shines 
etc.
 The idea is to understand 
that we use a LOT of energy 
which comes from a variety of 
sources, each with its own set of 
risks and rewards. With an ever 
increasing world population and 
corresponding increase in con-
sumption, there will always be a 
need for improvements in efficien-
cy, reductions in consumption and 
conservation of resources.  
 One example comes from a 
2005 report by Chevron, the major 
producer in the Rangely field in 
northwestern Colorado. At that 
time 13,000 barrels of oil per day 
were produced. That oil was used 
to do ALL of the following:
• Drive 77,400 medium cars for 

the day (17 MPG, 15,000miles 
per year)

• Drive 9000 trucks 500 miles 
for the day (5 MPG)

• Supply 660 homes with elec-
tricity (50 kW/home)

• Make 45,000 pounds of char-
coal briquettes

• Fill 136,000 small propane 
cylinders (like you use at home 
for the barbeque)

• Make enough candles for 
275,000 7 year olds birthday 
cake (See if your students can 
figure out how many candles 
this would be,)

• With enough left to make 
for 260,000 hula hoops or 
1,530,000 rubber balls

Answer to the question posed:
How many cubic feet of 
gas =1 quadrillion BTUs? 
975,600,000,000 cu. ft . gas
1,000,000,000,000,000 
(1.00E+15) BTUs divided by 1025 

(1.025E+03) BTU/cu.ft. gas = 
(9.756E+11) cu.ft. gas
How may kilowatt-hours = 1 qua-
drillion BTUs? 293,080,000,000 
kWh
1,000,000,000,000,000 
(1.00E+15) BTUs divided by 
3412 (3.412E+03) kWh/BTU = 
(2.931E+11) kWh

PAGE 6: Oil and gas in 
Colorado
The Colorado Oil and Gas Com-
mission (COGCC) regulates all oil 
and gas exploration and produc-
tion activity in the state. When 
the oil or gas is “sold” to a user, 
then other agencies take over. 
The point of sale is considered to 
be when the oil or gas leaves the 
production location (the pad where 
the wells are): when the product is 
taken away by a truck or pipeline. 
Records for all the oil and gas 
wells in Colorado are available on 
the website. This map is updated 
daily. It is possible to zoom into 
your town and learn about oil and 
gas drilling and production activity 
nearby.
 Colorado Department of 
Public Health and Environment 
(CDPHE) regulates air quality and 
water quality across the state. 
COGCC and CDPHE work closely 
together to limit environmental 
impacts from oil and gas activity.  
 Local governments (county, 
town, city) have land use regula-
tions (such as which roads are 
used, etc) that must also be 
considered during the process of 
obtaining permission to drill the 
well.
On the map:
• The “pump jack” symbol on 

shows where the first well and 
field were.  

• Red dots indicate an active oil 
or gas well. Wells may pro-
duce either one or both.

• Light green dots indicate 
wells that previously produced 
oil and gas, but have been 



plugged and reclaimed.  
• Black dots indicate wells that 

were drilled but never pro-
duced either oil or gas

• Dark green dots indicate 
places where operators have 
filed an application for permit 
to drill with COGCC

• Light blue shading indicates 
basins, which are geologic fea-
tures where sedimentary rocks 
exist that might contain oil and 
gas.  

• Ways to think about this infor-
mation:
• A cluster of dots represents 

what is called an oil field
• Comparing the red and 

both green dots show that 
as older fields “play out”, 
or are no longer capable 
of producing, newer fields 
are being explored and 
new resources are being 
discovered

• The black dots highlight the 
fact that even though a lot 
of scientific information is 
used to determine where to 
drill an oil well, there is still 
a risk of failure when a well 
is drilled. Most often these 
wells are drilled outside of 
an existing field – they are 
called “wildcat” wells, but 
“dry holes” can be drilled 
even in areas where oil 
and gas occurs in other 
wells.

• Sedimentary rocks col-
lect in topographic basins 
(low areas), also known 
as geologic basins. 
Throughout geologic time 
in Colorado, the loca-
tions of these basins has 
changed and evolved.  
Regions of our state that 
now appear high, includ-
ing some mountainous 
areas, may have been low 
spots in the past – some 
even having been the sites 
of rivers, lakes, and even 

shallow seas.  These low 
spots  collected sediment 
(i.e. clay, silt, and sand) 
along with organic mate-
rial such as the remains of 
the local flora and/or the 
abundant organisms that 
lived in ancient seas (e.g. 
plankton). Geologic basins 
are often bowl shaped and 
provide  a good place for 
the “cooking” of these ma-
terials to produce oil and 
gas.  The complex nature 
of rock layers buried in the 
subsurface allows for the 
generated oil and gas to 
occasionally be trapped 
in place, and then ‘discov-
ered’ by geologists today.  

• In Colorado’s geologic past 
some of the areas that 
were basins in the Paleo-
zoic Era are now higher 
than the basins that formed 
in the Mesozoic and Ceno-
zoic Eras.  Colorado is a 
very active place geologi-
cally with our state having 
many periods of repeated 
mountain building and as-
sociated erosion. 

• The map shows that al-
though there are few areas 
in Colorado where oil and 
gas is found in geologically 
old basins, most of the pro-
duction comes from areas 
that are still actively col-
lecting sediment, and have 
been for 90 million years or 
more. 

Answers to the map questions:
1. Weld, Yuma & LaPlata Counties
2. “What does the blue area on 
the map represent”: A sedimentary 
basin in Colorado’s past where 
organic material collected, was 
subsequently buried, and then 
conditions were right for generat-
ing, trapping, and preserving oil 
and gas.  

Answer to the question: “Why is 
there oil and gas outside of the 
blue areas?”: There are areas in 
Colorado  that once were depres-
sions (where sediments collect 
and conditions were right for oil 
and gas) that more recently have 
been uplifted or deformed. Be-
cause of the nature of the rocks in 
the subsurface today, they are not 
considered geologic basins. None-
the-less, there may still be some 
viable oil and gas targets that can 
be produced in these locations.   

3. Wells that were drilled but never 
produced so they are dry or aban-
doned wells
4. Northeast region
5. Fremont County
6. 1863

PAGE 7: History of Energy in 
Colorado
 In addition to the history 
presented, it is important to rec-
ognize that the use of fossil fuels 
changed across the country and 
specifically in Colorado as the state 
grew and technology changed and 
expanded. The demand for petro-
leum resulted in search for new 
resources.
 In the late 1800s horses 
and horse drawn carriages were 
the only way to get around town. 
Until the railroad with coal fired 
engines came to Denver in 1870 
(and the rest of the state in the fol-
lowing decade) mule and ox-drawn 
wagons were the only way to move 
freight between towns.    
          The first public transportation 
in Denver was the Denver Horse 
Railroad Company that began op-
erating in 1871, and horses were 
replaced by electric power in 1888. 
Gas street lamps were common in 
cities in the east by the 1850s, and 
were brought to Denver in 1870.  
These lamps were converted to 
(coal powered) electricity in 1885.  
 Following the first mass-
produced automobiles in the US 



in 1901, the use of automobiles grew rapidly. Some 
cities in Colorado began registering motor vehicles as 
early as 1906. There were 13,624 automobiles regis-
tered in 1913, the first year registration was required 
statewide. By the end of 1914 there were 18,433 mo-
tor vehicles. (There were 1,890,748 cars registered in 
Colorado in 2010).  
 Manpower for petroleum exploration was 
diverted to the war effort in World War I, but the end 
of the war in 1919 allowed for petroleum exploration 
to resume.   That year, almost sixty years after the 
first discovery, drilling began in earnest, and within the 
next ten years sixteen new oil fields had been discov-
ered.   

Colorado oil and gas rules
COGCC rules are posted on the website. There are 
twelve different categories that cover the wide range 
of activities under the jurisdiction of the Commission 
as designated by Colorado Statute. These rules ad-
dress the drilling of a well and producing the oil and 
gas in a way that protects human health, safety and 
welfare and the environment .

PAGE 8: Working together – oil and gas and agri-
culture
 Split estate is a difficult concept.  In feudal 
England, the King owned the land and everything on 
the land – all were his estate. Through the years, the 
land became the “real” estate that could be bought 
and sold, separately from other property 
 This concept has been expanded to include 
the minerals beneath the surface. In most of the world 
the minerals are owned by the government. In the 
US, ownership of minerals was also granted to the 
owners of the surface (known as “fee simple”). Mining 
law in Colorado and other parts of the American west 
allowed the sale of “minerals” as a separate estate.   
Originally designed to manage the extraction of gold, 
coal and other solid minerals, it also became the ve-
hicle for transactions involving oil and gas.  
 COGCC rules include specific requirements 
that allow owners of the minerals to have access to 
their minerals and at the same time providing the sur-
face owners the ability to use their land. This coopera-
tion is especially apparent in agricultural areas where 
operators and farmers and ranchers work together to 
decide the best time and place for oil and gas activity 
on the land.
 Note that in Colorado the right to use the water 
that runs across the land and that exists in the aqui-
fers below the surface is also “severed” from the land 
and this right can be bought and sold separately from 
the real estate.

Colorado Standards and Ag Literacy Outcomes

This reader helps achieve the following standards:
Colorado Academic Standards: GLE.4.2010
CCSS ELA-Literacy
CCRA.L.4: Determine or clarify the meaning of un-
known and multiple-meaning words and phrases by 
using context clues, analyzing meaningful word parts, 
and consulting general and specialized reference 
materials, as appropriate.
CCRA.R.1: Read closely to determine what the text 
says explicitly and to make logical inferences from it; 
cite specific textual evidence when writing or speaking 
to support conclusions drawn from the text.
CCRI.R.3: Explain events, procedures, ideas, or 
concepts in a historical, scientific, or technical text, 
including what happened and why, based on specific 
information in the text.
CCRF.R3a: 3. Know and apply grade-level phonics 
and word analysis skills in decoding words. a. Use 
combined knowledge of all letter-sound correspon-
dences, syllabication patterns, and morphology (e.g., 
roots and affixes) to read accurately unfamiliar multi-
syllabic words in context and out of context.
CCRF.R4: Read with sufficient accuracy and fluency 
to support comprehension

Social Studies Standard 2. Geography. 
Use several types of geographic tools to answer 
questions about the geography of Colorado
EO: a. Answer questions about Colorado regions us-
ing maps and other geographic tools
Mathematics Standard 1. Number Sense, Properties 
and Operations
1. Different models and representations can be used 
to compare fractional parts.
2. Formulate, represent, and use algorithms to com-
pute with flexibility, accuracy, and efficiency
Science Standard 1. Energy comes in many forms 
such as light, heat, sound, magnetic, chemical and 
electrical
EO: a. Identify and describe the variety of energy 
sources

National Agricultural Literacy Outcomes (NALO)
Plants and Animals for Food, Fiber & Energy Out-
comes
Distinguish between renewable and non-renewable 
resources used in the production of food, feed, fuel, 
fiber (fabric or clothing) and shelter 


